Consumer Safety Notice

Aqua Lung is conducting a voluntary product check of select regulators with the Automatic Closer Device (ACD) yoke systems. The concerned regulator models are:

- **The Titan LX ACD Yoke Regulators** (all yoke models with serial numbers starting with the letter E or F) and which have never been serviced by an authorized Aqua Lung retailer or technician

- **The Core ACD Yoke Regulators** (all yoke models with serial numbers starting with the letter E, F, G or H (prior to H043301) and which have never been serviced by an authorized Aqua Lung retailer or technician)

- **The Legend ACD or the Legend LX ACD Yoke Regulators** (all yoke models with serial numbers starting with the letter E, F, G or H (prior to H043301) and which have never been serviced by an authorized Aqua Lung retailer or technician)

For these regulators, a component of the ACD yoke system may not have been properly tightened to the recommended torque specification during manufacture. Aqua Lung is concerned of a possible gas flow failure during a dive when the regulator has been fitted on certain valves.

**Remedy:** Consumers should immediately stop using these regulators and bring them to your nearest authorized Aqua Lung Dive Retailer or Dive Center. They will be able to identify if your regulator is affected and take corrective action to bring it back in to full specification at no charge to you.

**Contact:** For additional assistance please call 800-775-3483 or visit [http://www.aqualung.com](http://www.aqualung.com) and click on the Safety Notice.